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Euclidean 03C643 theory
in an electromagnetic potential

Jürgen POTTHOFF
Institut fur Theoretische Physik, Technische Universitat Berlin, Germany

Fakultat fur Physik, Universitat Bielefeld, Germany (*)

Ann. Poincaré,

Vol. XXXVII, n° 2, 1982,

Section A :

Physique théorique.

ABSTRACT. - We study the n-point functions of a cpj theory coupled
minimally to an external electromagnetic potential with the help of a
phase-space-cell expansions and a cluster expansion. The standard methods
of are shown to apply for a class of electromagnetic potentials by use
of Kato’s inequality and a new inequality of a similar type for the gradient
of the covariance.

RESUME. - On etudie les fonctions a n points d’une theorie couplee
de façon minimale a un potentiel electromagnetique exterieur au moyen
d’un developpement en cellules dans I’espace de phase et d’un developpe-
ment en clusters. On montre que les methodes habituelles pour 03C643 s’appli-
quent a une certaine classe de potentiels electromagnetiques en utilisant
l’inégalité de Kato et une nouvelle inegalite similaire pour Ie gradient de
la covariance.

I INTRODUCTION

Motivated by the increasing interested in gauge field theories, we study
a Euclidean cpj theory in an external electromagnetic potential and consi-
der this work to be a preparation of the corresponding gauge invariant

(*) Adress since 1-10-1980.

l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section A-Vol. XXXVII, 0020-2339/1982/129/S 5,00/
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130 J. POTTHOFF

field theory, the « abelian Higgs model » in three dimensions, following
the arguments of Schrader [11 ].
The theory has the formal Lagrangian density

3

where ~p is a complex massive boson field on R3 and 
Au the electromagnetic potential. ~
The Wick ordering is taken w. r. t. ( - ~A + mo) -1, following Schra-

der [11 ].
We study the n-point functions of the corresponding doubly cutoff

theory and prove two standard bounds in theorem III .1. 9. By the methods
of the proof of this theorem the ultraviolet-and infinite-volume-limit of
the cutoff Schwingerfunctions may be taken by applying the arguments
of [7] ] [2] ] [6 ] [9 ] ; - we do not repeat the proof of the existence of the
limits here. Taking these limits leads to our main results, theorems II.1.5
and II.1.6, stating existence of Schwinger functions, their « distribution
property Eo » nonzero mass gap and Coo property in the coupling constant.
The proof of theorem III.1.9 involves the standard techniques of cp3

theory, namely phase-space-cell expansion (PSCE) and cluster-expan-
sion (CE) and we show convergence of both. The Clue why these methods
apply again for our case is Kato’s inequality as it is presented e. g. in [5] ]
[11] ] [12 ], which roughly says, that the contraction of two fields is bounded
by the propagator without coupling to an electromagnetic potential.
We arrive at somewhat weaker results than Schrader [11 ], since the

uniformity of the estimates w. r. t. Au is lost. The question wether the origin
of this is of physical nature (the mass renormalization estimate relies on
regularity properties of the propagator which depends on AJl) or is merely
a technical problem remains unanswered. Also, we confine ourselves to
the case of an electromagnetic (i. e. Abelian) potential instead of a general
Lie algebra valued Yang-Mills potential, since for the nonabelian case
the validity of the heuristic Wiener representation

is not quite ’ clear denoting § a product whose factors are " ordered with
increasing j time to the left). On the other hand o we were 

" not able " to dispense ’

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section A



131EUCLIDEAN (p3 THEORY IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC POTENTIAL

with the Wiener representation of the propagator. We hope to clear this
point in a forthcoming paper.

Actually this work is a hybrid of the papers of Feldman and Osterwal-
der [2 ], Magnen and Seneor [7] ] and Schrader [11 ]. Our notation stays
as far as possible close to these papers and the reader’s familiarity with
these works as well as with the background works [3] and [4] is assumed.
In order to take over the graph estimates of [2 ], we prove two inequalities
for differences of covariances, which follow essentially from an estimate
of the gradient of the covariance ( - ~A + mo) -1(x, y) by the free one
(cf. prop. III. 3.2).

Also, we present a slightly simplified proof of the control of divergent P«
vertices (see [7] and below.
The organization is as follows. In section II we define the theory and

state the main results. In section III.1 we prove the central estimate

(lemma 1.13) with the help of the expansions. Sections III.2 and III.3
provide the techniqualities of this estimate : in 111.2 it is reduced to graph
estimates, white in III.3 it is shown how to apply the graph estimates
of [2] ] to our case.

II THE MODEL

In this section we shall first give the definitions needed to write down
the interaction-measure of the theory and then state the main results.
Then we proceed by discussing the modifications of graphs and their
norms as they are given in [7] ] [2 ].

II.1. Definition of the model and main results.

DEFINITION 1.1. - Define a class j~ of electromagnetic potentials

by requiring

for any &#x3E; 3.
As in [11] we have :

THEOREM 1.2. - Let LlA = I 20142014 + real fixed and 

Then A~ is a nonpositive operator on ), essentially selfadjoint
Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.



132 J. POTTHOFF

on Co (~3, C). For mo &#x3E; 0 the kernel of the resolvent DA = ( - ~A + mo) -1 ~
satisfies

(Kato’s inequality), ¿B the Laplacian on ~3.

Remarks. 2014 The proof of the first statement of Schrader/Schechter in [76~ ]
[11 ] applies again, since we use a subclass of potentials of the one of Schra-
der.
A general proof of the second statement is e. g. given in [5] or in [12 ].
As in [11], theorem 1. 2 is the key for the definition of the « free theory »,

i. e. of a Gaussian measure over ~’~f~3, C) of mean zero and covariance DA.
A very useful formula in view of the introduction of cutoffs and for other

technical purposes is the Wiener representation of the kernel of the resol-
vent DA [77] ] [12 ] :

where dPtxy is the usual conditional Wiener measure and 
is a symmetric form of It 6’s integral : ~

where l.i.m. denotes the limit k -4’ 00 in 
’

(The proof of the existence of this limit in [12 ; chap. 14] extends to this

integral, using past - and future - independent increments of the Brow-
nian bridge.)

(1.2) comes essentially from Trotter’s product formula applied to the
semigroup exp ( - t( - ðA + 
From now on we consider a fixed and occasionaly drop the

subscript « A ».
Euclidean cutoff-fields are introduced in the next

DEFINITION 1.3. 2014 Let x) denote complex the Gaussian process
with mean zero and covariance

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section A



133EUCLIDEAN (p3 THEORY IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC POTENTIAL

with

where ~ . ) denotes expectation and B is some (measurable) function
on paths.
The Euclidean (cutoff) field (in an electromagnetic potential A) is defined

as

Remarks. 2014 B(o) will be used to introduce boundary conditions. We
shall use the notations :

and the corresponding covariance

for a universal upper cutoff x.
The field in ( 1. 5) is constructed such that in its corresponding cova-

riance tM) momenta larger (smaller) than tm 1~2 (tM 1~2 resp.)
are exponentially damped. This can easily be seen by first using Kato’s
inequality for the cutoff covariance (for which it also holds : either seen
by the use of Kato’s inequality for semigroups [5 ] or e. g. by inspection
of the Wiener representation) and then considering the Fourier transform
of the covariance y; tm, tM, mõ) built as in [2 ].

DEFINITION 1. 4. - Let ( . ) denote ’ dvA the Gaussian measure

of mean zero and covariance Let g E Co ((~3), 0 ~ g ~ 1,

large and ~, E~ p~6, ~ P~~ =  ~ - ~  ~ .
The interaction of the cutoff 03BB|03C6 3-theory in an external electromagnetic

potential A is given by :

where Wick ordering is w. r. t. y).

Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.



134 J. POTTHOFF

Euclidean Green’s functions (Schwinger functions) are defined in the
usual way : for fl , ... , fm, ... , ~’m + 1 ~ . ~ ,J n + m E ~( ~ 3 ~ ~~

and

Remark. 2014 We could have incorporated Dirichlet boundary conditions
in (1.6), as in [2 ], and all results hold for this case too, as it is easily seen
upon inspecting the proofs.
From now on we will omit subscripts and arguments quite freely, unless

there is danger of confusion.

THEOREM 1.5. - For suffiently weak coupling (i. e. p small, mo large
enough) the limit

exists and obeys

for some Schwartz-norm |. . I. j= 1

THEOREM 1.6. - The Euclidean Green’s functions have a nonzero
lower mass gap and are COO in ~, E ~p,~.

These theorems follow essentially from theorem 111.1.9 below, which
is the corresponding (slightly more general) result for the doubly cutoff
theory. The theorems are then proved by taking the limits 03BA ~ ~, g ~ 1,
as in [2 ] [6 ] [9 ], using the methods of the proof of theorem III. 1.9.

II.2. Graphs and their norms.

Our notion of a graph G is essentially the same as in the paper of Feld-
man and Osterwalder [2 ]. Since we have to modify slightly the definition
of graph norms in order to take full advantage of Kato’s inequality (1.1),
we first give the general expression of G and then introduce the adapted
norm.

Let V(G) be a set of vertices, E(G) a set of external legs (i. e. (cutoff)
fields), E(v), for v E V(G), the set of external legs of the vertex v, I(G) a set

Henri Poincaré-Section A



135EUCLIDEAN THEORY IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC POTENTIAL

of internal lines (i. e. contractions of two legs by DJ. Then a graph G is
the following expression

where is a cutoff function, ~p~*~(x") a cutoff field and

withf(t, r) ~ 0, ~ denoting set of faces of unit cubes of a cover of ~3, and

Similarly as in [7] ] [2] we introduce a family, of norms for G in

DEFINITION 2 .1. - Let ð &#x3E; 2oc &#x3E; 0. Define a norm II . for G by

where

1) ð’ = (5~ ...~E(G)j) and each ~ E (2a, b), 1 ~ f~ ! and belongs
to the ith external leg of G.
2) J I replaces each cutoff function hv by I and each internal line

xJ) by

(mimicking Kato’s inequality)
3) ~ is a contraction scheme of G’s external legs and contracts the

external legs

(also with a « built-in » Kato-inequality), K(5, oc) an appropriate constant.
Denote the propagator (2 . 4) C _ ~,- _ ~5~ x2)~

4) takes a collection of (cutoffs) vertices : ( ~p*~p)2 : and connects
them with the external legs of (~a. I G D? with the exception that it does
not contract such a vertex to a subgraph of G consisting in a single leg ~p~*~(h).
Contraction lines arising in this operation are given the propagator Ca(xl, x2)-
Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.



136 J. POTTHOFF

5) E replaces the remaining external legs of G by the operator square
root of x2).

6) Finally ~.~H.S. denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the kernel

I G I ).

Remark. 2014 We have only changed the original definition of [2] in two
respects : first we have in addition replaced all covariances (and legs viewed
as their operator square roots) that would appear by those without coupling
to A ; second we have dropped the ð’ -dependence of the J and E operation,
possible because, using the form of the PSCE of Magnen and Seneor [7 ],
G is only squared once.

III. THE EXPANSIONS

The central result of this section is lemma 1.13, which, combined with
two standard lemmas used for the CE, provides theorem 1.9, the cutoff-
version of the main theorems.

Lemma 1.13 is proved in subsection III. 1 by resummation of the expan-
sions and a technical result, proposition 1.15, whose proof is given in
subsections III.2 and III. 3.

The basis of the proof of lemma 1.13 is the combination of the PSCE,
which provides ultraviolet uniform bounds, and of the CE, which gives
exponential clustering. These, in turn, are used to take the ultraviolet,
resp. infinite volume limit.

The idea of the PSCE is to exploit the Wick bound of VI, while the CE
exploits the exponential falloff of the covariances; see also [3] ] [4 ].

III . 1. Definition of the expansions and resummations.

We begin with the PSCE and follow Magnen and Seneor [7] quite closely.

DEFINITION 1.1. - Given positive constants t1  1 , v  1 2 ’ to be fixed
later, define 03C4 = - In t1/ln 4 and two (infinite) sequences

where [x ] denotes the largest integer s. t. [x ]  x.
The sequence { ti} will serve as a sequence of momentum cutoffs, while

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section A



137EUCLIDEAN THEORY IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC POTENTIAL

{! |0394i|} will be taken as cube sizes (of cubes AJ of compatible covers Di
of (~3 (1).
We will assume, without loss of generality, that :

i) x - 2 is an element in { ~}, which we suggestively denote tx
ii) supp g = A is exactly paved by ~o, thereby exactly paved by all ~.

We denote

During the PSCE one creates vertices which have certain momentum
cutoffs ti and which are located in cubes 4~. To prove convergence of the
expansion, it is important to distinguish two cases for the relation of ti
and ~~.

DEFINITION 1. 2. - A pair (ti, ~~) --_ (i, al), is said to be of

type o( ( resp. if ( |0394l|  tv/4i resp.).
Also a vertex indexed by (i, ~l) (s. below), will be called a- or 

accordingly.
Also, for fixed i, let be the largest integer s. t. (i, is of type a(2).
Finally, define an order relation between pairs (i, A,) and (j, ak) by : .

For later purposes, we collect some properties of the sequences in

PROPOSITION 1. 3. - For ~0, 0  80  1, and for v = v(EO) small enough,
T = 80) large enough (i. e. ti small enough), we have

Remarks. A field ~p~*~ localized in 4J of lower.cutoff ~~, satisfying (a) i)
is said to be « property localized », in accordance with the uncertainty
principle. _

(1) Two covers are said to be compatible, if one is the refinement of the other.

(2) It is easily verified that 0153(i) = [i + (In v/6)/ln (1 + v) ].

Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.



138 J. POTTHOFF

If it has upper cutoff ti + 1 and (a) ii) holds, it is said to « saturate the Wick
. bound », since then (~ = j)

Properties (b) ensure convergence of the PSCE.
The PSCE is generated as a « perturbation » series, by taking derivatives

with respect to an interpolation variable introduced into the field via

DEFINITION 1. 4. 2014 To each ti, 2 ~ i ~ x and each ~I E A~, 0 ~ t  x -1
associate

i) an interpolation variable with values in [0, 7]
ii) the function

Furthermore, define the interpolating (cutoff) field

where ti, ti _ 1 ) is the field defined in chapter II.

Remarks. - A(i, ai) will be the number of vertices : to be generated
during the PSCE.

Since these vertices provide convergence factors (in some cases), this
number has to be larger than 1 in case a in order to compensate the occuring
divergences (s., e. g., Ill. 1). We emphasize that ~(~; x) has no s-dependence
for its « improperly localized parts » (s. remark after prop. 1.3), i. e. for

fixed (lower cutoff t~ _ 1 ), there is no s-dependence in cubes smaller than
I I which is the smallest cube size of proper localization.

Consider now for a function f = f(s) the identity

Annales de Henri Poincare-Section A



139EUCLIDEAN THEORY IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC POTENTIAL

and the contraction formula (s. e. g. [4 ]) (3) :

where R is a Wick monomial in the fields.

For the first term in { } in ( 1. 3) we say that has contracted to an

old vertex, while for the second we say that it has created a C-vertex.

DEFINITION 1. 5. - Let V(~,g, s) = V(11, s) --_ V~. The PSCE of the

expression Ge - is defined by

where 
’ I

i) (1+C o acts on the variable and I, P act on the exponent
only

ii) the product is taken over all pairs (i, ~~) in decreasing order
iii) C is a contraction operation via (1.3), given as the next (separate)

definition.

A vertex created by a P(i,0394l)-operation is called a 

DEFINITION 1. 6. - The contraction operation given by :
i) if (i, 0~) is of type (1" then contracts all legs of the 

and furthermore all legs of all C-vertices created by this procedure except
1) if the is a mass counter term, then one does not contract

the legs of the (first) new C-vertex,
2) if the P(i,0394l)-vertex contracts three times to one new C-vertex and

once to another new C-vertex, then only the fourth leg of the first new
C-vertex is contracted

3) if the contracts three times to old vertices and once

to a new C-vertex, then we reverse the last contraction, using (1. 3) in reverse.

ii) If (i, AJ is of type {3, then we decompose each of the legs of the 
vertex as 

.

(p!z analogously), where is the improperly localized part of the field
w. r. t. 4~. now contracts all legs.

(3) Let ~p+ denote either ~p or ~p* and let ~** = ~p.

Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.



140 J. POTTHOFF

- In case a C serves to cancel the vacuum energy counter
terms exactly. Exceptions 1) and 2) provide the combination of the mass
counter terms with the graphs ~&#x3E; , while exception 3) prevents the
formation of chains 

In case ~3 only the high momentum part of the second order energy
counter terms is renormalized. Alr other divergencies (which are only
logarhythmic) are controlled by the cube size.

This completes the definition of the PSCE. We now introduce the cluster
expansion. (Actually we have not changed its definition as given in [4 ],
but include it here for convenience of the reader and to set up some nota-
tion. As in section II, let ff denote the set of faces of the unit cubes A E ~o,

cover of R 3, and associate with each f ~J the interpolation variable 
taking values in [0, 1 ], and denote by 03C3 = {03C3f} the collection of all
these variables.

DEFINITION 1.7. - First define the conditioning function on

paths co which, say, travel from x to y in time t : 
-

with as in eq. (11.2.3).
The cutoff covariance with Dirichlet boundary conditions (as given by cr)

is then defined as :

GBa as in definition II.1.3, suppressing the A-dependence.

Remarks. - We note that Kato’s inequality (II.1.1) holds for
as well, i. e. :

as can be easily seen from the Wiener representation of D(1(x, y; tm, tM)-
D(1 is interpreted as a covariance which interpolates between complete

coupling and complete decoupling of certain regions of [R3. Furthermore
we emphasize that all appearing covariances (e. g. in Wick ordering)
are from now on taken to be D~(x, y ; tm, t~~ unless otherwise stated.
Then as in the work of Glimm, JaSe, Spencer [4 ], we make the

l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section A



141EUCLIDEAN THEORY IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC POTENTIAL

DEFINITION 1. 8. - The cluster expansion of Ge - ‘’^dvA is given by :

and 
’

t) the sum over X ranges over all finite unions of closed cubes, while r
ranges over finite subsets of ~ so that (X ~ rC) n E V(G)} ~ ø
and r c Int X

dv~X the Gaussian measure of mean zero and covariance

having zero Dirichlet b. c. on ~X.
d

Remark. 2014 The evaluation of the derivatives 
- 

in ( 1. 8) can be done as

in [2] [9] to yield a number of vertices, which we call E vertices. By some
Wick reordering it is possible to cancel the linear divergent second order
vaccuum energy counter terms arising in this evaluation, so that such a
derivative generates a number of at most logarhythmic divergent vertices.
(We avoid to give the evaluation of these derivatives here, since this would
require the introduction of diagrams, to keep the expressions at reaso-
nable length, which were only needed in this step of this paper.)

THEOREM 1.9. - Suppose we have sufficiently weak coupling (s. a.)
and let G and G’ have finite !! . norms. Let G (G’) have n(4) (n’(4))
legs in E ~o, and assume that the supports of the functions hand h’
in G, G’ resp., are separated by two parallel planes a distance d apart. Then

for some m &#x3E; 0, independent of the cutoffs.

Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.



142 J. POTTHOFF

As in [2] ] [4 ], the theorem is a consequence of the following lemmas :

LEMMA 1.10.2014 Consider the CE in (1.8) and let I X be fixed. There
exists a constant K1 such that the number of terms in the sum is bounded
by exp 
Assume now sufficiently weak coupling.

LEMMA 1.11. - There exists a constant K2 (independent of ~,, m 0and the cutoffs) such that

COROLLARY 1.12.

LEMMA 1.13. - There exists a constant K3 such that for any K4 &#x3E; 0

for a graph G with finite norm II and n(0394) legs in 0394 E D0. K3 is inde-
pendent of the cutoffs.
Lemmas 1.10 and 1.11 follow as in [4] and we concentrate on lemma 1.13.

Proof lemma 1.13. Consider

We proceed in three steps.
First we apply the PSCE in unit cubes (formula 1. 5 for = 0), then

evaluate the derivatives ar (s. remark after def. 1.8), and finally complete
the PSCE.

Consider one term in the sum after the first step, which is formally
given by

where a denotes a collection of variables 0 ~ A(i, ~o),
which denotes that the corresponding term has undergone ~ ~ applica-
tions of the operation; R~ includes a factor G, P and C vertices (at
this stage). 

-

Poincaré-Section A
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The evaluation of the derivatives in ( 1.10) in the second step yields by
Leibniz’ rule (s. also [2] ] [6 ] [9 ]) :

where ø’(r) is the set of all partitions 7c of r and now also includes

E-vertices. 
-

After completion of the PSCE a generic term of the final sum looks
as the r. h. s. of (1 . 11) with a now a collection of 0 ~ ~A,) ~ O.

The resummation over the partitions (of one generic term) is controlled by

PROPOSITION 1.14. - For sufficiently large mo there exist constants

Ks(y) and K6 (independent of mo) such that

(The proof of this proposition is as in [4] ] or [2 ].) Thus a final term is bounded
as

and each (ayD)-line in R" has now a factor KS 1(y). We will drop the double
prime in sequel, for convenience, and consider ( Ra,~e - ‘’" ~, for which we use

PROPOSITION 1.15. - For sufficiently weak coupling there exist cons-
tants Ky, Kg (independent ofa, 7c and the cutoffs) such that, for t1 small
enough

for some 80 &#x3E; 0. K7 can be taken as large as we want, provided mo is large
enough.

Vol. XXXVII, nO 2-1982.



144 J. POTTHOFF

This proposition will be proved in subsections 2 and 3. We continue
the proof of lemma 1.13:
By definition 1.4 and 1. 5 and proposition 1.15 we now have

with K4 = K6 &#x3E; 0, choosing K7 large enough.
Proceeding now as Magnen and Seneor [7], we bound this, using pro-

position 1. 3 b), by

where K9 = ti ~!2  oo and the lemma is proved by taking K3 = Ks + K9"
i=1

III . 2. The reduction to graph estimates.

Again, in this section we follow Magnen and Sénéor [7 ]. For the sequel,
assume that ~ is small enough. We begin with two definitions.

DEFINITION 2.1. - For a field ~;~)== ~p(s, x) its averaged
field is given by / B ~

and its fluctuation piece 5~(s; jc) by

Remark. A field cpe in a ~-vertex (P~ or C~), ~ E AI, has then a decompo-
sition (cf. def. 1. 6, eq. (1.5)): ~

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincare-Section A



145EUCLIDEAN THEORY IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC POTENTIAL

has momentum cutoffs and ti 1/2 and the corresponding
sum for each P03B2-vertex and the C03B2-vertices generated by it has a number
of terms bounded by ~ A ~B 61 &#x3E; 0 as small as we like. Later, taking the
supremum over all summands arising in this decomposition, we associate
the factor 0394|-~1 with the P03B2-vertex.

DEFINITION 2.2. - Let dist (~l, ~2) denote the Euclidean distance
between the sets 03A31 and 03A32. Let

dB(’) = dist (ð’, a4) the distance from the cube A’ to the boundary ~0
of the unit cube A containing it

dE(4’) = dist (0’, E(~)) the distance from a cube ~’ to the set E(0) of
edges of faces of the unit cube A containing it

d(A, AB y) = max (dist (0394, b) + dist (0394’, b))
bey

For the contraction line of a field in 0394 and a field in /1’, not both fields

and tM 1~2 the lower cutoff of this line, let

be the scaled distance.
For the contraction line of to 5~, with lower cutoff tM 1~2, define

Remark. 2014 For the scaled distance ds(0394, 0394’) we have for n  4:

if A’~ ~ I 0 I and one of the fields is properly localized. Property (2.4)
will be crucial for the control of the final Gaussian integration. A similar
relation holds for b(4, ~’) -1, see [2 ] : p. 98.
The main result of this section is :

LEMMA 2 . 3. - For sufficiently weak coupling there exist (pos.) constants
82’ Kg, K10, nl (independent of a, 03C0~D(0393) and the cutoffs) such that

Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.



146 J. POTTHOFF

where R, is a vacuum graph (i. e. (j») arising as a term in the sum
after decomposition (2. 3) in leaving out 03C60394 legs, squaring each sum-
mand and contracting each term to a vacuum diagram (s. proposition
below). The factor C(R") is bounded by the following factors :

ti-E2 per Pa-vertex of index (i, A)
1 A per P03B2-vertex of index (i, 0394)

dS 1(0, 0394’) per contraction of a P or C vertex in 0394 to a P or C vertex
in ~’, not both legs of type (5(p

distn1 (0394, 0394’) per contraction of a leg in 0394 to an E-vertex or to a G leg in 11’
. 11’) per contraction of to 

per contraction line joining 11 and 11’
I ~ 1-1 1 + r/4 per with r legs not of type ~

E2 can be taken as small as we want.
The proof of the lemma, which we sketch below, consists in three steps,

given as propositions 2.4-2. 5, the proof of which are easy generalizations
of sections III.1-III.4 in [7 ], s. [9 ].

Sketch of the proof consider all vertices (hence all legs) localized
in cubes, i. e. decompose E vertices into vertices localized in unit cubes,
C vertices into vertices localized in cubes belonging to the same cover

as the cube of the generating P-vertex. Let R"-,,, = R’ denote the sum
R’

corresponding to decomposition (2.3) and let R" denote the graph given
by R’ leaving out its ~-legs.
Then we use

PROPOSITION 2.4. - (Domination of Improperly Localized Legs).

with additional factors

! A r per ~-vertex with r, 1 ~ r  4, legs in R"
! A r~ per &#x3E; 0

ds(0394, A’) per contraction of a C03B2,0394-vertex to its generating Pa,o.-vertex.
included in R".

Roughly, proposition 2.4 is used to dominate the 03C60394 legs, - for which
there is no combinatoric factor to control the final Gaussian integration

(s. below) - by an exponential factor exp Re 03BB ! |03C6a|4 .

The exponential on the r. h. s. of (2. 5) is now estimated by
Henri Poincaré-Section A
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PROPOSITION 2.5. - (Wick bound) (~):
There exists Ks, 84 &#x3E; 0 such that

It remains to estimate a Gaussian integral. In order use the graph esti-
mates given in section III. 3, we have to control the sums arising in the
contraction procedure properly (5).

PROPOSITION 2 . 6 (Combinatoric factors (~)).2014The following are bounds
on the combinatoric factors for the sum arising in the final contraction :

n(0)"~~~ per unit cube

per P«-vertex of index (i, 0) .

B A B-E5 per P03B2-vertex of index (i, d)
ds2(~, 0’) per contraction (other than to 5~) between a P/C

- 

vertex in 4 to a P/C vertex in ~’
&#x26;(A, ~’) per contraction of to 

distn2 (0, 0’) per contraction of a field in A to an E vertex in /1’ or a G-leg
in /1’

per line, xi E d, x~ E d’
eKiolrl for the whole graph;

for (pos.) constants K10, K11, n2, E6 ; 86 as small as we like.
The lemma follows now by taking e2==Si+~+2(~3+S4.), ~i=~+2’ 

’

Remark. 2014 The factor A 1-1+v/4 is considered as remaining at the 03B20394-
vertex and is taken into account in the graph estimates for 03B2-vertices (s.
lemma 5 . 2 . i of [2]).

III . 3. Graph estimates.

We conclude the paper by showing how to estimate Rv, thereby proving
proposition 11.1.15.

After giving the estimate, we state two propositions, which, together

(4) See remark after prop. 1.3.
e) The contractions of the final Gaussian integration are performed beginning in smallest

cubes, going on successively to larger cube sizes. In unit cubes we contract E legs before
P/C legs, those before G legs. "B’ "B’(6) Cn is said to be a combinatoric factor for the sum An if ¿ C; 1 ~ 0(1) since

V~ n n

then 0( 1 ) sup C"An. 
..

n

Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.
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with Kato’s inequality, allow to use the graph estimates of Feldman and
Osterwalder [2, lemma 5 . 2 ]. The main result of this section is

LEMMA 3.1. 2014 For v and t1 = tl(v) small enough, some ð, a, b &#x3E; 2a &#x3E; 0
and mo large enough there exist pos. constants £6’ n3, K 12 such that Rv
(s. lemma 2 .1) is bounded by the following factors :

II for each copy of G
t~6i per Pa-vertex of index (i, 4)

I per P03B2-vertex of index (i, A)
ds n3(~, ~’) per contraction of a P/C vertex in A to a P/C

vertex in 4’, not both legs of type ~~p
dist-n3 (0, d’) per contraction of a leg in A to a leg in A’ belonging

to G or an E-vertex

b ~ 1(4, d’) per contraction of to 

per ~yD contraction line between 4 and A’;
where n3 and K12 can be taken as large as we want.

Proposition II .1.15 now follows readily from lemma 2 . 3 and lemma 3.1,
taking 0  80  86 - 82, n3 &#x3E; nl, K7 = K12 - K10 and noting that
nn c 
Next we need

PROPOSITION 3.2.2014Denote Then
for A E ~ (’) 

.

Proof. 2014 All our covariances are convex combinations of those of the
form

and we prove the result for these two terms. Let r~(s) = sy’ + ( 1 - s) y

and x, Y) = 

(’) Remember (
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i) By the mean-value theorem we bound

and compute the derivative using (s. e. g. [12 ])

where 0 ~ (7 ~ 1, is a Gaussian process with values in [R3 of mean zero

and covariance

Thus

using ~’( -)! = 1 and Schwarz’ inequality for E~(’). Now

by a modification of an inequality given by Simon [12 ; chap. 14 ] for the

symmetrized Ito-integral.

Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.
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The expectations on the r. h. s. of 3.4 can be easily computed and are
estimated, using Holder’s inequality by &#x3E; 3.
Using the fact that a. e. a is continuous, one extends the bound to the

case E &#x3E; v.

The third term on the r. h. s. of (3.3) is bounded using

and the explicit expressions for the expectations together with Holder’s
inequality give the bound

Thus

since t ~ [t rn, M ], 0  t m  1 , and 0 x 03B1/2e - 4 x2 0( 1 ), 0  03B1  1. Finally

which proves the result for the first term on the r. h. s. of (3 .1).
ii) Consider the second term in (3.1).
Due to the Markov-property of the Wiener process and the factoriza-

tion we may use the method of first hitting times, as in e. g. [2] [7~].
Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section A
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We write

where Tr is the first hitting time and Ex the usual Wiener expectation of

paths starting at x. Using the inequality (3.6) the r. h. s. of (3.8) is bounded by

since 
Thus

It is easy to see that

so that finally (t,~ 1 ~2 ~ 1 ~

proving the proposition.
Vol. XXXVII, n° 2-1982.
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With essentially the same methods one proves

PROPOSITION 3.3. -

provided A Ed.

Remark. 2014 The estimate of proposition 3 . 2 is needed to control the mass
renormalization cancellations, while proposition 3.3 is needed for the
contraction of two b~p legs ; see lemma 5 . 2 of [2 ].
One now proceeds in the standard way [7] ] [2] ] [3] ] [7]. First one defines

« divergent » and « convergent » vertices (subscript D, C resp.) and asso-
ciates divergent with convergent vertices as in [7] (10). Then one decomposes
R" into subgraphs according to the association and finally decomposes
the subgraphs into elementary subgraphs as in [7] and [3 ].
Then by Kato’s inequality and propositions 3 . 2 and 3 . 3 all our elemen-

tary subgraphs are estimated by lemma 5.2 of Feldman and Osterwalder
yielding.

PROPOSITION 3.4. - For v sufficiently small and m0 large enough,
there exist 87 &#x3E; 0, such that for t1 small enough, Rv is bounded by a product
of the following factors :

II per copy of G, for some 5, a &#x3E; 0

~ per or vertex associated with G (of index
(i~ 

I 0394|~7 per vertex (of index (i, a))
In ti 1 per P1,D (not ass. with G), CD or E vertex of high

momentum ti
4’) per contraction from P/C in A to P/C in A, not both

legs of type .

dist-n4 (A, 0394’) per contraction of a field in A to a field in A’ belonging
to an E vertex or to G

&#x26;’ ~(A, A’) per contraction of to 

per ~yD line joining A and A

n4 can be taken as large as we want (for t1 small enough).
Lemma 3 .1 is now proved by showing how to compensate the logarhyth-

mic divergencies. We confine ourselves to the case of vertices, for the
other cases see [2] ] [7] ] [9 ].

Consider a PD of index (i, 4), with divergence i.

We remind that there are at most 72Pa,D associated with one Pa,c.

Annales de l’lnstitut Poincaré-Section A
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We replace divergencies of this type by a divergent factor per Pa
vertex of index (/, A) [7]. An arbitrarity small fraction of the convergence
factor tT of vertices dominates this factor, leaving vertices with

a factor 87 &#x3E; 88 &#x3E; 0.

Now we replace the divergence (In per by t~ E6 (s. lemma 3 .1

above) and choose 8e  88 (2-13-72)~ 1 for ~1 small enough, and consider
two cases :

a) 1 = 0
Each Pa,D is associated with a vertex, of index (k, ~’), say, 

and there are at most 72 divergent vertices associated with it. By definition
we have k  j. We use t~8/2k of the convergence factor of the to compen-

sate the divergencies by

thereby leaving each P vertex in a unit cube with a factor bounded by 
b) t ~ 0
We bound the number of Pa « contained » in each unit cube. By cons-

truction, in each cube ~l E A~ n X, t &#x3E; 1 and (/, A) of type B1, there are at
most A(j, 0394l)  t-03BD/2jP03B1 vertices. The number of cubes in Ao, ! 03940 = 1,
of smallest size so that ( j, A) is of type B1, is bounded by Da~ J~ ~ -1  t~ ~~4.
Furthermore the number of contributing covers is bounded as

Thus the total number of P« vertices localized in 0~, l &#x3E; 1 contained

in 03940 is bounded by Thus we use t6~6j of the generated Pa vertices
of index (j, ~o) to compensate the divergencies, leaving each Pa vertex
with a convergence factor 
One uses of this factor for the other cases.
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